IFFF Fly Tying Group Fly Tying Skills Awards Program

Bronze Award Evaluation Fly Transmittal Form

Instructions to Tier:

If your flies are completed and you are mailing your flies to an Evaluator for the initial evaluation please contact any evaluator listed on the web site informing the evaluator that you would like to have your flies evaluated. Confirm that the evaluator is available to evaluate your flies. We have made the decision to not publish physical addresses on the web site for privacy reasons. Please get the mailing address of the evaluator when you make contact. (Choose an Evaluator located near you.) The evaluator will take the award process forward from there.

We suggest you mail your flies in a small compartmented fly box that will fit into a 6 inch by 9 inch cushioned mailer and mailed First Class Mail. Please print your name on or in the box containing the flies.

Be sure to include:
This completed form
Three samples each of the five required evaluation flies.
Three samples of three tiers choice flies.

Be sure to Pay Your $30 Fee:
Pay Online or Mail This Form & Check to:
IFFF - Membership
5237 US Hwy 89 S, Ste 11
Livingston, MT 59047

Complete the following:
Evaluator Information:
(To be completed by Evaluator)

Tier Information:

Name
Mailing Address
City, State, Zip Code
Home Phone
Email Address
IFFF Club and/or Council Affiliation

Name
Mailing Address
City, State, Zip Code
Home Phone
Email Address
IFFF Club and/or Council Affiliation

Note: Tier Name above should be as it is to appear on the Bronze Award Certificate and on the web site.

Refund Policy: The application fee is a non-refundable fee regardless of the outcome of the evaluation. It is the intent of the program that each applicant improves their skills and be awarded for this achievement; therefore, the Evaluator may provide feedback and suggest resubmittal of any number of the required flies for further evaluation. However, the process must be completed within 90 days form time of original application, at which time the application will expire. An applicant may submit a second complete application (must include flies, forms and fee) following expiration of the first application.